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David Dorwards book on Scottish
place-names is a fascinating volume that
offers insight and intrigue into the myriad
of wonderful place-names found across
Scotland. Much more than simply a
dictionary of place-names, Dorward makes
the subject accessible to the general reader,
with explanations of hundreds of names
that are clear and concise, and often witty,
and as well as meanings, David Dorward
gives the correct pronunciation of Scottish
names. This new edition is a mine of
information for the inquiring schoolchild,
the hill-walker or mountaineer, the local
historianeveryone, in fact, who has ever
wondered about the origins of the
marvelous variety of place-names in
Scotland. With many parts of names
tracing their roots back to their Celtic,
Gaelic or Old English origins, it presents
an opportunity for readers to unravel for
themselves the meanings of hundreds of
local area and landscape namesleading
them into fascinating byways that anyone
who looks up one name will be irresistibly
led to explore more deeply.
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List of towns and cities in Scotland by population - Wikipedia The Scots Language Centre encourages debate and
discussion about Scotlands place names. In the first of a series of papers from experts and commentators, 12 cities and
towns around the world with Scottish place names Scottish Place Names Round the World - Rampant Scotland
The original object name books used in Scotland came in two forms, each with a The columns of these ledgers include
the place name, any variant name and In pictures: 15 unfortunate town names in Scotland - Scotland Now bent,
bent, OE beonet, n, a strong coarse variety of grass of a reedy or rush-like character (found on moorland or links) a place
where such grass grows a sandy Saints in Scottish Place-Names - Home In thie section of the site, we explain the
origins of place names in Scotland or Wales influenced by or directly attributable to the following languages:. List of
Scottish Gaelic place names - Wikipedia Introduction For a comparatively small nation, Scotland contributed greatly
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to new place names around the English-speaking world. In one country after another The Scots in Australia - Google
Books Result Scots place names online - Scots Language Centre Origins of Placenames Resources Ordnance
Survey 6 days ago A large number of Scotlands surnames, place names and vocabulary originated from the Vikings.
Picture: TSPL Top 10 Scottish place names Wild about Scotland A to Z of Towns and Cities listed in our Scotland
Accommodation Directory. A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 10 Scottish place
names that are difficult to pronounce - Daily Record This is a list of towns and cities in Scotland with a population of
more than 15,000, ordered by population, as recorded by the Mid-2012 Populations Estimates for Place names - Scots
Language Centre May 25, 2016 From Brokenwind to Hell, Dull and Hothole, these placenames were often derived
through humour, legend and we look at a How to pronounce the 15 most difficult Scottish place names Jan 30, 2015
THERE are many Scottish place names that send tourists and Scots alike into a fit of laughter and our gallery shows you
the most amusing and Orkneyjar - The Origin of Orkney Placenames Dec 7, 2016 Get Scotland Now weekly updates
directly to your inbox friendly guide to pronouncing some of the most difficult place names in Scotland. Full text of
Place-names of Scotland - Internet Archive Aug 6, 2016 WEVE provided a handy guide on how to pronounce some
of the most difficult Scottish place names. In pictures: Scotlands funniest place names - Scotland Now 29 The main
references on Scottish place names were D. Dorward, Scotlands Place-Names (William Blackwood, 1979) and W.F.H.
Nicolaisen, Scottish Place Scots Words and Place-Names :: Place-Name Glossary Feb 24, 2015 From Milngavie to
Ecclefechan, these Scottish place names are above to find out how to pronounce Scotlands most difficult place names.
Images for Scotlands Place-Names Oct 30, 2006 Home About Scots History Scottish place-names Scotlands
place-names provide a window on the past that allows us to examine issues Ordnance Survey Name Books
ScotlandsPlaces Oct 29, 2012 While this may or may not be true, there are certainly many Scottish place names that
get not only visitors tied in knots but often Scots too. Scottish Place Names - Google Books Result Nov 7, 2015 YOU
may have heard of Perth in Australia or Aberdeen in Washington, but could you place this Hamilton, Rothesay or Banff
on a map? Whats in a Scottish place name? - BBC News From Argyll Ordnance Survey Name Books, showing Gaelic
place names. databases to access historical resources relating to places throughout Scotland. It must not be expected
that so satisfactory a guide to the Place-Names of Scotland can ever be produced as the public already has for the names
of England Full text of Place-names of Scotland - Internet Archive Welcome to the database of Scottish
Hagiotoponyms. This website is the result of a project, Commemorations of Saints in Scottish Place-Names, funded by a
Scottish Language Dictionaries - Scottish place-names David Dorward - Scotlands Placenames. There is nothing that
betrays Orkneys Norse heritage more than the islands placenames. In the eighth and ninth ScotlandsPlaces The
following place names are either derived from Scottish Gaelic or have standard Gaelic equivalents: Contents. [hide]. 1
Scotland / Alba. 1.1 Aberdeenshire Scottish Place Names Gazetteer - ScotlandsPlaces HitU t^ doM^h different
systems crop up in that littlo n/M4i, nui/ A XIV PLACE-NAMES OF SCOTLAND. igneous rocks rise here and there
among the aqueous, A to Z of Towns and Cities on our site throughtout the Scotland UK Scotland, wi its
mony-leedit history, haes a fouth o place an topographic names that, tae fowk frae furth o Scotland an mony Scots forby,
seems tae be rhymeless. Viking influence on Scotlands vocabulary and place names - The Because this book focuses
on the Scots language, you will not find all of Scotlands placenames in it. Instead, you will find many Scots terms that
are central to
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